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 - you need to download and install EAGLE's windows drivers for the 64 bit version of camstudio. jcrisford: yeah that doesnt
matter in what ubuntu version Well I haven't tried dpkg yet, I'll have a bash with it shortly. pr0d: you can't copy the.deb files

over pr0d, The.deb is not a Linux thing; it's a Unix thing. So I just need to create the file then? ah yes. pr0d: you should not use
the.deb packaged in the repositories; you should use the source-code tarball archive. I don't know if this will work but you might
try "cd /tmp; tar -xvf " pr0d: the.deb needs to be built from the source code (which means you need the tar.gz package) pr0d: If
you want to install a deb file, you must first use dpkg to build it, then you can install it from dpkg as usual. Ok the.deb file needs

to be installed in a directory of dpkg, is that right? So can I not just extract it into dpkg? pr0d: the source code contains
everything it needs, it doesn't need to be installed anywhere Ah I see. Ok, i understand, just installing the.deb is irrelevant. I
guess I'll be going for xbps-unknown-1.75 then :) Thanks for the help! pr0d, it's a warning, but be sure to read carefully the

readme ioria, that was the first thing I looked at. :) note this will not work unless you already have a working, sufficently
upgraded package management system on your ubuntu system I understand that. pr0d, ok But now I can just 82157476af
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